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Beverly Hills cop
Legion Partners Asset Management aims to operate out of the
public eye and avoid confrontation with companies, but not at all
costs. Managing Director Chris Kiper speaks with Activist Insight
Monthly about how Legion works with companies behind the
scenes.

F

or an activist investor situated in celebrity-packed
Beverly Hills, it is remarkable that Legion Partners
Asset Management does not like the spotlight.
Legion’s ideal campaign takes place behind the scenes,
with the press discovering its involvement after a deal is
sealed, typically with board changes.
This year alone, the small- and mid-cap focused fund
has appointed directors at three companies by following
its friendly engagement procedure. Public campaigns,
including proxy contests, develop only where there is no
“path forward to doing things in a private manner,” Chris
Kiper, Legion’s co-founder and managing partner, tells
Activist Insight Monthly.
Teachers’ crusader

Legion was founded in 2012 with $200 million in seed
money from the California State Teachers’ Retirement
System (CalSTRS). It was the first activist seeded by
CalSTRS, the third-largest pension fund in the U.S., at a
time when perception had started to morph from a view
of activists as short-term corporate raiders to potential
agents for long-term change. Indeed, CalSTRS mandated
Legion to work with issuers on corporate governance and
executive compensation reforms.

“

“

“Public campaigns, including proxy
contests, develop only where there
is no path forward to doing things in
a private manner.”

“If you think about it from CalSTRS’ perspective, they’re
going to be invested in all these companies for decades,
so having someone focused on improving compensation,
governance, and strategy to make companies sustainably
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better is very attractive for them,” Kiper says. The
relationship with CalSTRS is “unique,” he notes, because
the pension fund is actively involved with Legion and holds
discussions with portfolio managers on a quarterly basis.
Over the years, Legion has even launched joint campaigns
with the California-based pension system. In 2017,
CalSTRS and Legion nominated a two-person slate at
Banc of California, amid a related-party transactions
scandal triggered by a few short selling reports. Legion
ultimately withdrew the proxy solicitation, after the bank
implemented drastic board and management changes.
Two years before that, Legion and CalSTRS launched a
proxy contest at Perry Ellis International, but withdrew
their nominations after the clothing firm’s founder George
Feldenkreis relinquished the CEO role and the board was
refreshed.
Get on board

Demands for board seats largely define Legion’s activism
practice, although Kiper insists they should not be treated
chiefly as corporate governance campaigns because the
appointed directors are tasked with improving shareholder
value by zeroing in on strategy and operations. According
to Activist Insight Online, nine of the 11 public campaigns
launched by Legion since inception were for board
representation.
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“

“We view the board’s response as an effort to preserve the status quo
and keep the company’s retail empire intact, rather than a thoughtful
evaluation of the actions that would result in the best outcome for
shareholders.”

Legion was particularly active in 2018, gaining seats
at three companies – Barbie doll-maker Mattel, SPS
Commerce, and The Chefs’ Warehouse. Kiper says the
negotiations with The Chef’s Warehouse for two board
seats started about a year ago and concluded in 2018,
although he admits that Mattel and SPS required “more
rapid engagement” due to a short window for director
nominations.
To refresh the board of embattled Mattel, Legion crossed
the Atlantic, vetting candidates in Germany and Denmark
before successfully convincing management to add former
Lego executive Soren Laursen, who the activist believes
will bring badly-needed experience to the boardroom.
“Mattel had a lot of people with consumer packaged
goods experience but no one with toy experience,” Kiper
says. “To us, that seemed like an obvious deficiency that
could be corrected and to address this we launched a
worldwide search.”
At SPS, the activist said its two nominees, strategy
consultant turned technology executive Melvin Keating
and former Collectors Universe CEO Michael McConnell,
will push management to improve margins quicker than
currently expected. SPS had promised to double its
margins by 2021, but Legion believes the goal could be
reached much quicker.

candidates had joined the board,” Kiper notes of the firm’s
most recent settlement.
Dismantling the “empire”

Legion’s amicable engagement has hitherto failed to charm
specialty retailer Genesco. The activist had privately urged
the company to launch a strategic review of its four main
business lines, but the subsequent announcement that it
would explore the sale of hat unit Lids Sports Group was
met with skepticism.
“We view the board’s response as an effort to preserve the
status quo and keep the company’s retail empire intact,
rather than a thoughtful evaluation of the actions that
would result in the best outcome for shareholders,” Legion
said in a public letter in late February. The activist argues
the firm should sell its U.K. footwear retailer Schuh and
Johnston & Murphy and keep Lids and Journey’s brands
because it would greatly simplify the business.
Kiper says he is willing to see what price Lids can fetch but
is adamant that more dramatic asset divestitures are
needed, with the proceeds returned to shareholders. He
also hinted that a new management team may be required
for “whatever that new collection of businesses is.”

Reluctavist

Although Legion may be on course to launch a solicitation
at Genesco this year, Kiper suggests the fund would
only do so reluctantly because “a proxy fight wastes
everybody’s time and money.”
“Launching a public campaign as the first act doesn’t
make a lot of sense to us,” Kiper says. “Obviously, there
are people that are doing that and some of them are very
effective, but that is not our approach.”
Indeed, Legion’s last proxy contest that went all the way
to a vote was in 2013. Then, it won two board seats at
engineering services firm RCM Technologies, where
Managing Partner Bradley Vizi still serves as chairman.
And while Legion will nominate to maintain leverage, it
will often do so privately. “The first time that the public
ever knew that we were a shareholder or involved at SPS
was when the company announced that our two board

Both Legion Partners and Southeastern Asset Management
assisted with the selection of new Mattel board members.
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